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Details of Visit:

Author: eefore
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 21 Aug 2011 2000
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.maylo.co.uk
Phone: 07799513782

The Premises:

Safe, spacious and clean basement flat, in a Paddington period terrace. I liked the large
arrangement of red flowers on the bedside table (so it felt like a real bedroom) and big mirror
alongside. 

The Lady:

Hot Thai lady with an inviting trimmed pussy and a couple of tidy tattoos. Intriguingly beautiful, and
a bit of a break from my usual April/Nadia ideal, her looks are a captivating meld and you?d struggle
to guess her home country if you didn?t already know. Maylo?s glossy gallery photos show her off
nicely and there is a worthwhile video clip of her on one of her myriad agency listings (007) which
catch her real life appearance. Maylo?s friendly, confident, chatty, energetic and fun company all
round. Lively, intelligent and likeable, she speaks excellent English and communicates as an equal,
with the occasional idiosyncrasy that makes you stop and think in a fun sort of way.

The Story:

When booking, I spoke direct with Maylo herself, indie style, which works well (no agency to cock
up any special requests or misrepresent the lady and her services). A few hours later she greeted
me wearing sexy black lingerie, all nicely made up (she was off out with friends later).
Raunchy as a porn star in bed, Maylo knew how to please and worked tirelessly to satisfy. She
succeeded, like that elusive nice girlfriend who adores adventurous sex giving you the best of both
worlds. Versatile naughty GFE (no ?one trick pony? for sure) who I?m sure can fulfil a wide range of
fantasies to taste, mostly PSE in my case (highlight was the DP that preceded a very messy facial ?
Oh for a camera!) After, Maylo switched back to girlfriend mode; we chatted and she fussed around
me. Solo shower in a functional bathroom with Maylo standing by preceded a brief massage to
finish. Great girl, great service, very naughty. I totally enjoyed every minute.
Back home, I tapped out a ?thank you for a very nice time? text but too slow she?d beaten me to it
with one thanking me for coming to see her. If Maylo?s caught your eye be sure to go and see her.
She prefers mature/older clients (30-65+??) so turning grey isn?t so bad after all?.
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